l Program Board averts Laserium lawsuit
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By Jon Swartz
Threatened with a $15,000 lawsuit by Laseriwn officials, the A.S.
Program Board recently paid Laserium $444.20 in a Jan. 20 out -of-court
settlement.
The threatened suit came on the heels of the Laserium concerts that
were scheduled and then canceled by the Program Board last semester.
Laserium is a multi-media light show, which sets slides and other
visuals to music.
Tony Capretta, mananger of Laserium. said the Oct. 22-23 shows
scheduled at Morris Dailey Auditorium "had been contractually agreed
upon and everything was on."
"It was on Oct. 19, however, when Bill Rolland, Program Board
director, called us up and told us the entire thing was cancelled." Capretta
said.
Outraged, Capretta threatened the Program Board with a $15,000
lawsuit in October.
"The Program Board was fully aware that there was no court in the
world that would agree with their side," Capretta said. "They did the only
thing they could have done, they paid us an out-of-court settlement four
months later."
The dispute between Jet Productions, a Los Angeles based organizatiiin
negotiators for Laserium, and the Program Board was a myraid of confusion and miscommunication.
"There was just a misunderstanding over the whole thing." Rolland
said. "Aside from that. I have no comment."
Ted Gehrke, Program Board adviser, said a Jet Productions
representative assummed he had a verbal commitment from the contemporary arts chairman Jeff Bader.
Both Gehrke and Bader disagree with Vince Corry, representative for
Jet Productions.
Capretta, however, said Corry and Bader had not only verbally agreed
on a contract but had written one up and each signed it.
"Bader went ahead and gave us a commitment three weeks in advance
of the shows," Capretta said. "Further, he notified us two weeks in advance
of the shows and said the contract had been drawn up.
"We then signed the contract and sent it to the Program Board. They
told me that they signed the contract and were going to send it back.
"They never did. That contract is still somewhere in the Program
Board’s office."
"Bader realized that he screwed up," Capretta said. "He didn’t discover
until after the fact that he didn’t have the sound and lighting facilities for the
I aserium shows."
Bader’s story differs.
Bader originally thought the idea of booking Laseriuni into Morris

Dailey Auditorium would be a good idea. Jet Productions readily agreed
with Bader and told him of Laserium’s success at SJSU in 1975.
That was before Gehrke informed Bader of the technical problems that
might affect the Oct. 22-23 SJSU shows.
The talks between Bader and Corry continued and had reached a week in
length when Bader readjusted the tentative agreement. That agreement
would hinge on the power situation at Morris Dailey.
By mid-September, a week and a half into the talks, a tentative
agreement between Bader and Corry was reached. The Laserium shows
were scheduled for October. provided of course the sound and lighting
technicalities of the show were ironed out at least two weeks in advance by
the Laserium road manager.
"As things turned out the Jet Productions people were more concerned
with getting a contract for Laserium than working out the sound and lighting
technicalities of the show," Bader said.
"We weren’t in touch with Jet until two weeks before the show," Bader
said. "And when we finally got a hold of Jet and asked for the f.aserium road

manager, we weren’t able to talk to him and his sound and lighting crew
until two days before the event. Getting a hold 11 those people was Id erally
impossible."
On the other hand. Capretta said Bader "went ahead with the whole
routine of running the event without knowing of the poor power situation at
Morris Dailey. When he found out at the last minute that he blew it he backed
out of the shows.- As a matter of fact, Bader said he had a man to work out the sound and
lighting details." Capretta said. "The guy he said he had, Jim Feeder, had
been fired six months earlier from his job. We at Laserium found that out on
our own, Bader wasn’t even aware of that."
By Oct. 20, Bader had run three Laserium ads in the Spartan Daily
totalling $150, an act that A.S. Controller Angela Osborne said "implied a
contract on the board’s part even though they said they didn’t have an actual
contract."
Neither Bader or Gehrke had an answer to Osborne’s point.
continued MI page 3
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More money needed
to increase lobbying,
board member says
By Lenny Bonsall
A.S. board member Jim Bowen
delivered an impassioned plea for
more funds on behalf of the
California State Student Association
to the AS. budget committee during
its meeting last Friday.
Saying the funds are needed to
"fulfill our students needs," Rowen
asked the committee to recommend
a $1,836 increase for next year over
CSSA’s current $7,000 budget.
"We must maintain and even
expand our lobbying facilities in
Sacramento," insisted Bowen. "As
the I state’s 1 budget gets tighter and
tighter, we must spend more money
to protect our student interest."
Presently, about 25 cents per
student is committed to the CSSA
budget. Bowen said there is a statewide effort among CSU campuses to
increase this average to 30 cents in
order to raise the current salaries of
the system’s lobbyists in
Sacramento.
"Right now. our CSU lobbyists
make about $850 a month, and U.C.
lobbyists make about $300 more,"
Bowen said. "How can we expect to
keep these people when we tell them
one week that they will get a merit
raise, then turn around and say.
’Sorry, we can’t give it to you?"
AS. Controller Angela Osborne
questioned Bowen on the effectiveness of the CSSA lobbyists.
Bowen cited the success a recent
postcard campaign protesting
student fee increases as an example
of the "absolutely fantastic" job the
lobbying staff has done.

Bowen told the committee that
the increase is a must for the
students at SJSU.
"We are the fifth largest
campus in the system," Bowen said.
"If we lose some of our influence in
Sacramento, our students risk losing
a lot more than the students at a
smaller school."
In a dramatic finish, Bowen
asked the panel to consider the
important role of the lobbyist.
"Who’s going to be in
Sacramento at 3 a.m, when the
legislature is deciding a bill affecting all of our students?" Bowen
asked. "It won’t be a volunteer, but
a paid lobbyist. We must ensure that
she wants to do her best."
The Environmental Information
Center, a source of special enfor
information
vironmental
students at SJSU. asked for an increase over this year’s $4.700
budget. Rep. Gerry Fong said the
requested $5,575 would be used to
improve the groups resource
material.
The A.S. Bike Shop asked for a
decrease from this year, requesting
only $836 an opposed to this year’s
$1.000 allotment. Bike shop
spokesman Kevin Veltfirt said the
decrease was due to an already
stocked inventory coupled with an
ample supply of tools bought with
this year’s money.
The Semena Chicane Cultural
Committee, a group that promotes
cultural awareness among students
requested $5.200, the same amount
allotted this year.
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Workers still need training on system

Problems remain with library heating
By Janet Gilmore
Exactly how does the Robert D. Clark Library’s solar
energy system work?
That’s the $12.5 million question Plant Operations
workers would like answered by the contractors, Dickman Construction Co.
Workers were scheduled to meet with the contractors
on Thursday for further training on how to operated the
system. However, after an hour long wait they were told
that the meeting was not for training purposes and to ’go
back to work," Tom McGinley of Plant Operations said.

Heating problems
burn Pub patrons
By Lee Sherman
The Spartan Pub has been plagued with temperatures as high as 95
of
a
faulty
heating system, according to Student
degrees because
Supervisor Lynne Gile.
"It’s uncomfortable for the customers," she said.
A common heating system services the Pub and the neighboring
Student Programs and Services office. A problen with the design causes
the Pub to receive a far greater amount of heat than it should.
"They probably get 10 percent of the heat." said Gile.
When someone in the Student Programs and Services office turns up
the thermostat, heat goes into the Pub making conditions unbearable.
according to Gile.
But Penny Terry, director of student progams disagrees.
"Orignially, that was the suspicion but the management of Spartan
Shops informed us that wasn’t the case," said Terry.
According to Terry her office has remained at a comfortable temperature for the past two or three months.
"Now that they know, they don’t turn it up as much." Gile said.
"In the past, it was incredibly cold in here," Terry said.
"There’s a lot of people complaining, it’s wiping fellow workers out,"
said a Pub bartender who asked to remain anonymous.
"It’s not just heat from the oven, the heating system is screwed up."
he added.
According to Gile, a state contractor came out a week and a half ago
to look at the system but so far nothing has been done.
"Some of the employees were thinking about writing a petition to
make him I General Manager Ed Zant) more aware of the problem." she
said.
The problem has existed since October, according to Gile.
Gile said temperatures in the morning are moderate but that it gets
hotter by evening.
"The space is not air-conditioned," said Ed Zant, general manager of
Spartan Shops.
Zant blamed the problem on body heat and outside air that is circulated into the Pub.
"Last spring we had some complaints about heat." he said. "There’s
been a problem with achieving a balance."
Zant said there are no plans to air condition the Pub.
"In the future, we may take a look at it," he added.
Because of the central heating system, the entire building would have
Is’ air-conditioned. According to /ant this would not be cost effective
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These mirrored panels are part of the new Clark Library’s solar energy
system Staff members are still not sure how to operate it

Workers are eager to receive more training because
they are not sure how to operate the system. McGinley
said.
"A lot of people think we have the temperature under
control," he said.
When the temperature reached almost 80 degrees on
Tuesday, workers were asked to turn the heat down, but
had to reply. McGinley said, that "I they I didn’t know how
to do it."
"For months we told them we don’t know how to do
it," McGinley said.
The meeting, scheduled for Thursday, would have
answered the workers "jillion questions" about operating
the system, he said.
Instead the construction company met with its staff of
mechanical engineers and went down to the basement,
where the machinery is located. McGinley said.
Further training of plant workers is not the only task
the construction company has yet to complete.
Most of the clocks in the student study areas and the
alarm systems on the doors are not working correctly
either, according to McGinley.
He said the construction company had agreed to turn
the library over to the university with all clocks and other
items working correctly.
"There’s a lot of little things that have gone wrong.
apparently the building wasn’t ready for it to run." he
said.
Contractors and university officials could not be
reached for comment on the problem.

Crime rate down,. CSU restrictions up

Rookie turnovers hurt university police
By Phil LaVelle
The crime rate at SJSU has fallen
dramatically in the last two years even though
the main campus is located in a downtown area
plagued by crime.
The decrease in crime is somewhat surprising when the nature of the University Police
Department the law enforcement agency
which protects the campus under authority of the
chancellor’s office is examined.
The campus department is a police agency
unlike a regular metropolitan force. The differences result from the nature of the campus
community and more importantly, in the
restrictions placed on the officers by the
California State University system.
The restrictions have created an air of
dissatisfaction among the department’s younger
officers, leading to a chronic turnover problem.

In 1980 the University Police Department
attrition rate was 35 percent. Systemwide, the
turnover rate was 11 percent. The trend continued in 1981. with at least five patrol officers
seeking jobs with the San Jose Police Department.
This spring three campus patrol officers
have been hired by the city police leaving the
SJSU department undermanned.
At full force, the University Police Department has 17 regular patrol positions, according
to Russ Lunsford, technical services officer.
The department roster is now down to 14
patrol positions.
A recruitment campaign has been initiated
to replace the officers. Candidates will be
selected by May 21, according to I.unsford. Until
then, the department is reshuffling patrol
schedules to make up for the loss

University Patrolman John Moffitt discusses neighborhood
mother

safety

Why the restlessness among younger officers? Restrictions on armaments are thought
to be a major factor.
University police department officers are
restricted, by an executive order from the
chancellor’s office, to carrying sidearms only.
Shotguns and rifles are forbidden unless a
waiver is approved by the Chancellor.
Dr. C. N. Lloyd is director of public safety
for the chancellor’s office in effect, the head
of all campus police departments in the CSU
system.
"CSU campus police officers are restricted to
carrying 9 mm or .38 caliber ammunition,"
Lloyd said. "Only three campus police departments in the system have been granted waivers
to carry shotguns and those are rurally located
campuses that need shotguns for use against
continued on page 3
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Bilingual education doesn’t help anyone
It’s happening in classrooms all over the country.
Children are being taught reading, writing and arithmetic not in
English, but in Spanish, Aleutian or even "ghetto English."
In 1967 the U.S. Congress appropriated funds for bilingual education
programs in public schools. Aimed at minority children, the programs
provide bilingual teachers to instruct children in their native language, until
they learn English.

by Cary Wyant-Schairer
Staff Writer

Those who conceived of and supported these programs meant well, but
their altruism is misguided.
Minority groups in the U.S. don’t have a fair chance, many people would
admit. They tend to be poor, discriminated against, "culturally deprived,"
and in addition, must often struggle to overcome language barriers.
Frequently lacking the social and educational skills to compete in a
country controlled by WASP elitists, they undoubtedly must be helped to
overcome these barriers if they are to have a chance at realizing the
American dream of independently achieved prosperity.
But bilingual education is not the answer. It is a waste of tax money that
could be put to better use to help these children.
Social sicence researchers and psychologists in the sixties found that
children of immigrants and certain native ethnic groups learning English in
school were suffering damage to their self-esteem because they were being
forced to deny their cultural heritage.
Children of these poverty-stricken groups were graduating from high
school with low academic skills than those possessed by their white
classmates. It was agreed that something had to be done about it.
Educators decided, and politicians soon agreed, that poor student
achievement was the result of damage done to their self-image by a forced
diet of English and the consequent denial of their ethnic heritage.
Bilingual education programs were supported to shield children from
these traumas and result in higher academic performance.
Ethinic pride is no doubt a healthy thing and should be encouraged in
school. But, like religious instruction, perhaps it’s a feeling more appropriately left for the family and other groups to foster.
A school’s primary job is to teach children how to understand and cope
with the society in which they live. Its effect should be broadening.
Teachers have a limited amount of time to teach children and should not
waste it by promoting the parochial.

Daily Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to
hear from you-our reader. Your
ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. By
listening to our readers we feel we
can better serve the campus community.
Letters to the Mailbag, opinion
articles and press releases are
gladly accepted.
Our policy for accepting such
material is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted to
the Spartan Daily office ( JC 208)
weekdays, or by mail to the
Mailbag, c/o the Spartan Daily, San
Jose State University, 125 S. Seventh
St., CA 95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.

The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the- number of letter:
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
Letters should not exceed 350
words.

Teaching school in Spanish, for instance, can only detract from the
amount of English learned and result in a disservict to the student, who will
later live and work in an English-speaking society.
Children learn quickly. Postponing the teaching of English may
"shield" them temporarily, but eventually they will have to compete with
those speaking English.
Programs designed to protect these children will only hurt them when
they become adults.
Educators should examine other reasons for poor academic performance in minority children and seek more constructive ways to help
them.

Perhaps the money and effort now directed at teaching Spanish and
"ghetto English" in schools would be better used in tutorial programs.
Leaning is often fundamentally traumatic. It usually changes the way
you see the world and how you express yourself.
To protect minority groups by teaching them what is already familiar is
not education at all.
It has become fashionable to eliminate social programs that help
minority groups. Conservatives are waging their war against federal
spending successfully, liberals are understandably defensive.
But minorities and their liberal supporters need to take another look at
bilingual education. Cutting these well -intended programs would help, not
hurt.
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Guest opinion

U.S. cannot dictate to Central America
By Lew Shapiro
A recent forum opinion i Feb. 12 )
advocated the death of Castro as an
end to the mounting troubles in
Central America. This is
unquestionably a simplistic and
emotional tirade disguised as a
solution.
Certainly Central America,
particularly El Salvador, has been
getti.ig a ponderous amount of press
lately, and for several very good
reasons.
As was the case in Southeast
Asia, El Salvador is in the throes of a
devastating civil
war.
The
similarities between the two are
undeniable. El Salvador is bordered
by countries (Nicaragua, to name
one)
which
have
become
depositories for arms and armies, as
was the case in Southeast Asia.
Another similarity is the left vs.
right-wing dictatorial government.
in which the left-wing insurgents are

getting their support from the rural
peasants. And of course, the U.S.
response is the very definition of
history repeating itself.
But what has Cuba to do with all
this? Although Reagan has stated
that Cuba is directly involved in El
Salvador, he has yet to offer the
American people definitive proof.
Cuba has undeniably built an impressive military force. Why?
In 1980, the U.S. government
was considering action against
Cuba, including a naval blockade,
the unleashing of anti-Castro
military groups in Miami and the
renewal of CIA ties with these
groups.
Why is the U.S. allowed to
pursue a policy of increased defense
while Cuba is not? It is difficult to
ethically differentiate between Cuba
supporting left-wing insurgents and
the U.S. supporting murderous
dictatorships.

Cuba is certainly not an oasis of
good in the Caribbean. However,
according to Sergio Rocco,
Professor of Economics at Adelphi
University, "Cuba has achieved
impressive gains in social justice
and national independence . . The
revolution could afford to become
more tolerant but most likely it will
choose to reaffirm its intransigency."
It is difficult to speak of "social
justice" and El Salvador in the same
breath. It is estimated that more
than 11,000 people were murdered in
1961, most with the blessings and
direct involvement of the Duarte
regime. And Reagan claims that El
Salvador has made tremendous
gains in recognizing human rights’

blanche to do what they please. They
will not "drop back 10 and punt".
The answer is not supporting the
Duarte government by pouring
millions of dollars in arms and
"technical adivsers." This will only
result in more deaths and big power
confrontations.
Unfortunately, there may be no
answer from the U.S. point of view.
El Salvador will become another

Destroying Castro would not
stabilize the Caribbean and Central
American regions as some would
like us to believe.
Governments in the Caribbean
come and go like trains at Grand
Central Station. Believing that
Cubans would institute a different
form of government is ignoring why
the overthrow of Batista happened
in the first place.
Like the regenerating newt,
Cuba would likely spawn a "clone"
of Castro’s government.
What is the answer to Central
American woes? It certainly is not
destroying the Castro government.
That would only add to the instability and give the Soviets carte

half of the draft-age Americans
failed to register last year? How
would you like to end up fighting in
the jungles of tropical El Salvador or
Cuba, protecting the Orange Bowl
and the Miami Dolphins from the
"red menace?"
The only thing red will be the
color of the sandy beaches as young
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left-wing government in Central
America. And this will continue
unless economic equality and social
justice become the priorities of the
region.
Is it any wonder why roughly

Americans and latins bleed for
another cause that they cannot
understand.
I.ew Shapiro is a graduate student in
Mass Communications at SJSU.

the mailbag
’Martin’s’ humor
not impressive
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Editor:
Is university humor actually in
the sorry state reflected by the Feb.
19 "Martin The Spartan" comic
strip?
In it, Martin gets a shot but feels
no pain, because of a sexy kiss.
Martin’s thought balloon reads,
"Who says the magic is gone out of
the comic strips?"
Do students really think it’s
funny to see a nurse give lip service
to a patient getting a shot?
Local nurses are striking
because they lack due recognition,
yet the artist, Dean Fortunati,
continues their degradation by
depicting nurses as leggy smiles
with up-stuffed and pencil-point
bosoms.
Fortunati, just what do you
think is "the magic of the comic
strips?" And Daily, this strip
depicted a time-warped sense of

humor, and a belief in a poor student
mentality if you thought this would
make us laugh.
Jill Baxter
Journalism
senior

SJSU shouldn’t
encourage frats
Editor:
On my way across campus this
morning, I encountered a chair
attached to a long plank protruding
out of Tower Hall.
"Someone is making a
statement," I said to myself. How
erudite. How appropriate. Excellent.
Intrigued with the visual impact
of that empty chair and delighted
that someone had the insight and the
courage to make a public statement
about anything, I returned home for
my camera. In the time that it took
me to get back to campus and take

some photographs, that lonely chair
began to represent a great deal to
me.
Almost as an afterthought, I
stopped by the president’s office to
ask who the chair belonged to and
why it was there. To my dismay, I
learned it was indeed a symbol and a
political statement, one that I am
very uncomfortable with. That
chair, the property of a fraternity, is
an integral part of rush and
initiation! Oh reality.
I suggest that it is highly
inappropriate that the university
condone and endorse hazing, a
thoroughly private and frequently
dangerous rite of passage.
It is time for this university to
examine its policies regarding
chairs and windows, symbols and
statements. It also must examine its
role in the community and the
values it endorses.
Truett Garza
School of Social Work
graduate student
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continued from page 1
Bader had also learned of an ad- Program Board during the Oct. 16-20
period.
ditional "hidden" cost for the show.
When Jet Productions had worked out
its sound and lighting logistics, it quoted to
"We called them after they had
Bader an extra $800 to $1,000 cost for a backed out of the shows and weren’t angenerator that would provide necessary swered," Capretta said.
energy for a Laserium show in Morris
"I’ve got three phone lines and an
Dailey. This cost, Bader said, appeared a answering machine here," Capretta said.
few days before the scheduled shows and "Bader was just dodging my calls after he
was news to him.
blew it."
Ted Roberson, the S.U. stage
"When I learned of this, I told Corry to manager, said that by the time the S.U.
just forget the whole thing," Bader said.
Audio Visual office found out that the
"These additional costs didn’t materialize
Program Board had committed itself to
until after the fact."
Laserium, it was after the fact.
It was that type of planning, Gehrke
said, that caused him to question the
"I think the Program Board comauthenticity of Jet Productions.
mitted itself to the show before it became
aware of the particulars of the show,"
"Corry said that Jeff had given him an Roberson said.
oral commitment," Gehrke said. "1 was
Roberson further pointed out that the
listening in on that conversation and didn’t Sept. 28,1981 Program Board proposal was
hear even the slightest hint on Bader’s inaccurate under one cost prospective
part that he had agreed in any way with column.
Corry."
Next to the A.V. cost on the proposal
"What’s interesting about this entire
Laserium situation is that once Jet sheet is $350, a figure for sound and
Productions thought they had an lighting that Roberson believes is far short
agreement they became very difficult to of the necessary funds to provide for a
Laserium show.
reach," Gehrke said.
"From Oct. 16-20 1 got five busy
Roberson says he realizes that
signals from the place once I had reached chairpersons on the Board are not
someone. Jet Productions is representing professionals, but that an event as
Laserium and doesn’t seem to know much significant as Laserium does require
about the company," Gehrke said. diligent, careful work.
"They’re more involved in publicity than
"What it all comes down to is this,"
the technicalities of the show. I wonder if Capretta said, "Bader scrtwed up the
they’re not just a middle -man entire thing and Bill Rolland unoperation . . . I wonder if the business successfully tried to clean up the mess."
exists at all."
"And, unfortunately, Laserium and
Capretta said it was Jet Productions the students of San Jose State suffered
that was having difficulty reaching the because of it," Capretta said.
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POLICE ATTRITION
continued from page 1
possibly rabid animals
or against predatory
animals."
Officers
aren’t
restricted to sidearms on a
big city police force as they
are on the campus force.
Further, there is more for
an eager young officer to
do on a big city force.
"The attrition rate is
unfortunate," said Earnest
Quinton, university police
department chief. "The
yriung officers want to go
out and make arrests
it’s very exciting work." ,
The campus department just doesn’t offer the
daily excitement younger
officers often crave.
Felony crimes handled
by the department declined
by 22 percent during the

reporting period from 1980 ridden big city.
"Watching buildings
to 1981, according to crime
dorms . . . they
statistics compiled by and
rookies) say ’That’s not
campus police.
for
cops,"
Quinton said.
This drop comes at a
It is for cops."
time when San Jose’s
crime rate increases by 5
percent, according to a
Officials in both the
report filed in late January campus and city departby San Jose Police Chief ments attribute the drop in
Joseph McNamara.
crime on campus to
programs initiated by the
This increase includes campus department in
a 10 percent jump in response to the high crime
murders, a 21 percent rate of years past. Inincrease in robberies, and novations include the foot
a 26 percent increase in patrol program, the K-9
felony assaults on police detail and community
service and evening guide
officers.
patrols.
Despite the relative
Lt. Maurice Jones
quiet of the campus patrol
area, Quinton maintains heads the operations arm
that
the department of the University Police
requires the same corn-

Department. As director of
operations, he’s in charge
of the patrol officers.
"We’re one of the most
progressive and innovative
departments in the college
system," Jones said. "We
provide protection for our
campus equal to that of any
big city police department."
Jones’ sentiments are
echoed by Stan Horton,
assistant chief of the San
Jose Police Department.
"Since they (UPD)
initiated the foot patrol
program, they’ve experienced a major drop in
crime," Horton -said,
"There is no major crime

problem at San Jose State.
The UPI) has some fine
officers and an excellent
There is no visible
bitterness in either Quinton
or Jones over the loss of
younger officers to larger
departments.
Rather,
there is an acceptance
tinged with an air of
provide in the training the
university force provides.
"Our officers are
trained and have a couple
of years experience,"
Jones said. "If I was a
young rookie and I wanted
to work for Los Angeles,
San Francisco or San Jose,
I’d go work for a small
department like ours."

mitment to law enforcement as a crime-

EE & Computer Science Graduates

Around other campuses
derived from the sale of a $3 million estate
which was recently bequethed to the
university.

STOCKTON - In a resounding triumph
for the school’s student body, the University
of the Pacific’s board of regents has elected
not to charge its students for the construction
of the campus recreation center.
Last fall, both UOP’s president and board
of regents indicated they favored implementing a special yearly student fee to
help pay off debts stemming from the construction of the university’s new recreation
facility, the Alex G. Spanos Center.
At the time, administrators said they
favored the student surcharge because the
student body would utilize the facility more
than any other entity.
Besides the yearly fee, UOP’s board of
regents also considered a proposal which
would require the university’s student to take
out a $500,000 loan.
However, heeding the uproar of student
protest, the board of regents rescinded all
notions of charging Pacific’s students for the
Spanos Center’s construction.
The construction debts will be paid off
through low-interest loans and the dividends

San Francisco - In an effort to offset an
expected $33.5 million cut in its system’s
budget, a University of California regents
committee has agreed to raise student fees by
$100 for the 1982-83 academic year.
If the committee); recommendation is
accepted by UC’s board of regents, the $100
increase in the basic educational fee would
boost the annual fee for a full-time, undergraduate student attending one of UC’s
eight campuses to $1,194.
HAYWARD - The Associated Students at
California State University at Hayward have
purchased a television with a 4-by-4 foot
screen for the school’s Student Union.
The set, apparently purchased to appease
the flock of hedonists who devour the daily
smorgasbord of soap operas, cost the
Associated Students $2,700.

CHICO- The president at California State
University at Chico has given his blessing to
the Associated Students’ plan to pursue an oncampus liquor license.
If it is issued the license, Chico State
would be permitted to sell beer and wine at
the school’s Garden Deli between the hours of
4:30-7 p.m., Monday through Thursday.
However, it could take as long as a year
before the liquor license is issued, according
to the director of business affairs for Chico
State’s Associated Students.
PALO ALTO- Stanford University has
started to ticket bicycles which are illegally
parked or left unlocked.
Bicyclists whose vehicles block doorways, fire escapes or ramps for the handicapped will be cited as well as bicycles
which are unlocked or unregistered.
The citations will serve only as warnings
and will not carry any fines, at least for now.
Stanford plans to inflict monetary hardships upon offending bicyclists beginning next
quarter.

_spartaguide
in room 253 of the Old Science
Building.

Traffic Management will
have a transportation fair
starting at 9 a.m. today on the
soccer field. For information call
Susan Fernandez at 277-3998.
Project DARE needs
volunteers to help with translation of material and typing of
information on drug abuse. Call
Jorge Martinez at 259-7054.

P1

P

The Chinese Bible Study
Group will hold a Bible study at 8
tonight in the S.U. Costanoan
room.
The Physics Department will
hold a seminar at 1:30 p.m. today

Wednesday in the S.U. Montalvo
Room. For more information call
Mark at 1415 I 657-7679.

Campus Crusade for Christ
will host its Tuesday Night Live
meeting at 7:15 p.m. in Moulder
Hall. The topic of the meeting is
"Who is Jesus?" For more information call Ron at 277-4297 or
Rich at 277-8932.

Delta Sigma Pi will be
sponsoring a student/faculty
mixer at 5 p.m. today in the
faculty lounge of the Business
Classrooms, 004.

Campus Ministry will hold a
Bible study on the biblical images
of war and peace at noon today in
the S.U. Monta Ivo Room.

The Bluegrass Club will meet
at 5:30 p.m. this Friday in the
S.U. Pacheco Room. For more
information call Jim Puzar at
253-8149

The Baptist Student Union
will hold a Fellowship and Bible
study starting at 11:30 a.m.

Campus Ministry will hold an
Ash Wednesday Breakfast at 7:30
a.m. at the Campus Christian

Center. The discussion will focus
on the effect of the nuclear
weapon build-up on university
life.
The American Society of
Mechanical Engineers will be
accepting sign ups for a rubberband-powered vehicle contest at
noon Tuesday in the Lobby of the
Engineering Building.
Career Planning and
Placement will host "Educators:
Help Yourself to That Job" at
p.m. today in Sweeney Hall room
120. For more information call
Cheryl Allmen at 277-2772.

Today, in San Diego,
NCR means new
large-scale
computer systems
and concepts.
If you welcome the stimulation inherent in creating a new generation
of medium and largescale mainframe
computer systems.
consider NCR Engineering 8 Manufacturing/San Diego.
We are an organization
that’s generated two new
NCR facilities and produced an engineering staff
that’s showing the way in
systems architecture Virtual
systems. Multiprocessing Data
base management Firmware
emulation PASCAL -based OS
language. VLSI technology
Upward path engineering In
short, everything that creates
Total System capabilities for
business needs of the 80’s and
90’s
Something else you’ll like
Although our products and California hilltop facilities are largescale, you’ll work in small,
highly visible project teams that
offer uncommon program diversity. There is easy multidiscipline communication, movement between projects. and
wide career path options In a
word, you will find exposure
And a unique learning
environment.

On-Campus
Interviews:
TUESDAY
MARCH
2

And. you’ll be working within a few
miles of the ocean and minutes
from downtown San Diego Learn
more by scheduling an on campus
interview through your Placement
Office, or by writing. Mr. Hie
Ostrander, NCR Corporation,
Dept SJS, 16550W Bernardo
Drive, San Diego. CA 92127.

Complete Computer Systerp
An Equal Opportunity Employer

a.

MCAT CLASSES
IN
SANTA CLARA

MRThiga
CHINESE FAST FOODS
-

LUNCH SPECIAL
1.75

FOR MORE INFORMATION (4)5) 327-0841

MCAT DAT LSAT

Mon -Fri, 11:30-1 30
28/KiVilkaelKalIKSOP4010
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Porn porn chicken
Barbecued ribs
Egg rolls
Chicken broccoli

Fried rice
Chow mein
Egg too young
Sweet, sour pork or ribs
Bell pepper pork

Tofu

*
*
*
*
Combination Plates

Any two different selections
Any three different selections
Any four different selections
Any fine different selections
All selection plate

1 95
2 75
355
4.25
5 65

348E. Santa Clara St., Son Jose 293-3925
1203 Calaveras Blvd., Milpitas 946-5747
M COUPON MINIMIBM=IM COUPON

--

FREE

NURSING
PODIATRY BOARDSpermanent
BOARDS
Centers open days, evenings and
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

weekends.
Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time staff.
Complete TEST-n-TAPEe" facilities for review of
class lessons and suoolementarv materials
Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
Voluminous home -study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert in their held.
Opportunity to tranifer to and continue study at
any of our over 85 centers.

FREE

I

3 Pcs POM POM
CHICKEN

I

SAN FRANCISCO (415) 433-1783
1 Security Pacific Pl. 94108

I

DAVIS (916) 753-4800
PALO ALTO (415) 327-0841
204 F Street 95616
499 Hamilton Ave. 94301
or Information About Other Centers In More Than 85 Mamr US Cities a Abroad
OUTSIDE N.Y. STATE CALL TOLL FREE: 100-223-1712

JUMBO EGG ROLL

with a purchase of any
with purchase of 3 or more
3 or more
...election combination., is e lection ornhind I ion
Exp. 3-4-82
Exp. 3-4-82
re, valid or.th an, ottio 0

no, *Ord *.th an, Ow Or
I

TOEFL MSKP NAT’L MED BOARDS VQE
ECFMG FLEX NAT’L DENTAL BOARDS
II

VALID UPI() 4 ORDERS

VALID UP TO 4

ORDERS

3

by Dean Fortunati
Dolt za. me You wa

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

BERKELEY (415) 849-4044
64 Shattuck Square 94704

Avantek’s Next First
Will It Be Yours?

Avantek s unprecedented IS, year record 01 growthh and state ot the art
technological achievements stand as a testimonial to our success We
have introduced many new products since our inception in 1965.
including more than 20 industry "firsts in the microwave and telecommunications markets With an average growth 01 30% per year. we
are moving aggressively toward becoming a S100 million company
but there is a lot more to be accomplished’
If you are about to complete your BS. MS or PhD in Electrical Engineering or an MBA with a technical undergraduate degree we would like
you to share in our success by considering our opportunities in Product
Design, Product Development and Marketing We also have opportuni
ties available for MBAs in Finance

ON-CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS
Tuesday, March 2
Make an appointment today with your Career Planning and
Placement Center to talk with our campus recruiter It you re unable
to schedule an interview please call J. Qualey COLLECT at
(408)727-0700 ext. 267 or send your resume t, College Recruitment.
Avantek, 3175 Bowers Avenue Santa Clara California 95051
equal opportunity emplcyer

Avantek
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sports
SJSU’s matmen
destroy Bulldogs
By Mike Jones
When Fresno State’s wrestling team came into the
Spartan Gym to take on the SJSU wrestling team Friday
night, they weren’t considered much of a threat.
By the end of the match it was apparent why Fresno
State was never in the match as the Spartans dropped only
two decisions, easily defeating the Bulldogs. 35-6.
The Spartans recorded only one pin, heavyweight
Clay Davis putting down his opponent in the first round,
but they dominated the Bulldogs in just about every
match.
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Ed Baza, at 134 pounds, and John Mittlestead, at 142
pounds, both totally dominated their opponents from the
first round.
Baza, ranked fifth in the nation, took an 8-2 lead after
the first round and ended up beating his opponent 25-6 in
one of the biggest mismatches of the night.
Mittlestead did likewise to his opponent by taking an
11-0 first round lead in a 24-4 win.
Another big winner for the Spartans was Andy
Tsarnas at 167 pounds, who won 18-7.
In closer matches, 118-pounder Dave Ciprian hung on
for a 6-2 win while Michael Hairston won 5-2. John Torrise
fell behind 2-1 in the first round but came back to win his
match, 7-6.
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With Fresno State soundly beaten, the Spartans can
now look ahead to this weekend’s PCAA championships.
"It’s going to be tough when Utah State comes in next
week," said SJSU coach T.J. Kerr, referring to the
Spartans’ toughest competition in the championships.
Kerr also mentioned that the team is going to benefit
with the addition of heavyweight Casey Gulliford.
Gulliford has been out for the past three weeks with a
bad kne., but Kerr said he should be ready this week.

Santa Barbara squeaks by Spartans
on Russell’s last second shot,49-48

the group
’gathersi here

Latressa Wilson
There is a common
refrain to the frustration
voiced by. SJSU men’s
basketball head coach Bill
Berry to reporters every
time his team loses a
game.

,

Stitl JOSE ART

HOURS

87 Valiey Fair Center 365 San Antonio Road
San Jose Calif 95128 Mt View, Calif 94040,
941-3600
249-8700
VF. NF 9-9 Sat 9-5:30/ Sun 12-5; MV, M -Sat 9-5:30

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY; CHICO

TRAVEL -STUDY
12th YEAR
Open to All Adults and Their Dependents
Programs are scheduled for spring vacation and for the summer to
England for Theatre
Japan
Mainland China
Hawaii Cruise
Ireland
France
Far East
Spain

Italy
Scandinavia
Mexico
Mediterranean Cruise
Amazon Basin
Jamaica
(Easter Break)
East Coast

Prices from $635
For details contact

"We’re still hurt by our
inexperience, but next time
we won’t lose this game,"
said Berry after the
Spartans have lost close
games this season.
But after UC-Santa
Barbara’s 49-48 victory
over SJSU Saturday night
at Civic Auditorium. Berry
approached
slowly
reporters waiting outside
of the team’s locker room,
veiled his uneasiness with a
shrug and then replied in a
somewhat soft voice, "The
losses speak for themselves."
For the Spartans, their
attempt to defeat the
Gauchos was dampered by
the wrath of Father Time.
The Spartans also lost
t heir final home game of
the season without leading
scorer Chris McNealy, who
is still combatting the flu.
Gaucho guard Michael
Russell ended the Spartans’ brief one-point lead
with an 18-foot shot that hit
the floor only after sailing
through the net. Then, with
seconds
two
only
remaining, Russell intercepted a pass thrown by
SJSU guard Michael Dixon

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS - 250
California State University, Chico
Chico. CA 95929
(916) 695-5801

that ended the game.
"We had plenty of time
to win," said Berry, who
was still obviously surprised by Russell’s jumper.
"Ed i Delacy. UCSB’s
coach I called it a luck shot,

said Mario Gaines, who
was the Gaucho’s second
leading scorer with 10
points. "We were able to
control the game by forcing
them to shoot from the
outside, but they couldn’t."

’Loss speaks for itself...
Had plenty of time to win’
but I’d call it a college
play."
For SJSU, Greg Vinson
was the leading scorer with
a season-high 13 points and
nine rebounds. Thomas
added eight points and
Bowland had seven.
In the first meeting
between the two teams.
Jonathon Brown led the
attack for the Spartans
with 22 points. This time he
was kept scoreless and
played for less than five
minutes of the match.
One of SJSU’s biggest
problems was trying to
penetrate Santa Barbara’s
2-3 zone defense. The
Spartans were only able to
complete 12 of 27 shots for
44 percent in the second
half compared to the
Gaucho’s five of seven for
71 percent.
"Basically our defense
was able to keep them from
bringing the ball inside

HILLEL STUDENT JEWISH CENTER

However, SJSU was
really beaten by its poor
free throw shooting which
did not bother the Gauchos
at all. In fact, most of the
Gaucho’s second half
points resulted front
Spartan fouls.

By Mark J. Tennis
Even though its top
player, Scott Davis, was
upset in the singles final,
Stanford’s powerful tennis
squad still captured the
team championship in the
Northern California Intercollegiate Tournament
held last weekend at
SJSU’s Spartan Courts.
Stanford, which won
last year’s NCAA team
title, totaled 35 points in its
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victory, just two points teammate Jeff Arons
ahead of second-place Cal. defeated two other CarUniversity of San Fran- dinal performers, John
cisco, with 26 points, was Course and Scott Bonthird while SJSU was durant, 6-3, 6-3. Stanford’s
depth in doubles obviously
fourth with 19.
Davis entered the contributed to its team win.
SJSU’s fourth-place
tournament as the No. 1
seed in singles play and finished was sparked by
was regarded as a heavy the play of the Spartan’s
favorite, according to SJSU No. 1 player, Brett
Dickinson.
coach John Hubbell.
Dickinson advanced to
Cal’s Randy Nixon,
however, upset Davis in the the singles quarterfinals
before losing and also
singles final, 6-4, 6-2.
"I was surprised as advanced to the quarwere a lot of people," terfinals in the doubles
Hubbell said of Nixon’s with Glenn Brassington.
"He beat two good
upset. "Davis made a lot of
errors and Nixon never let ones," Hubbell said of
Dickinson’s singles play.
him get going."
beat
Stanford’s
Davis then came back "He
in the doubles final, Bondurant, its No. 2 player.
however, as he and and Cal’s John Savoy."
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GRANDE PIZZERIA
$2.00 OFF
Any Size Special
Pizza with
The Works
512K OFF
A Pitcher Of Beer

1 1- 1 1 M -I

This week. SJSU will
finish out its regular PCAA
season with road games
against
Utah
State
Thursday and against
Pacific Saturday.
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In the first two
meetings between the two
teams, the Spartans hit 20
of 26 free throws, which
still remains their best of
the 1981-82 season.
A similar performance
could have resulted in a
Spartan win.
The last SJSU loss at
home to Santa Barbara
occurred during the 1973-74
season.

Bug Problems?

f
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McNealy, who was
watching the game from
the sideline, did not play
due to the flu.
"I think that with
McNealy in the game,
SJSU would have been a
totally different team,"
said Richard Anderson,

who led UCSB with 16
points and eight rebounds
before fouling out with 2:26
left in the game.

kinkcrs copies

Call I isa: 267-2770
Mint; I

COPIES

S DO- 6,00
Saturday
10. Noon

us
for an informal disc ussion
on ’SRA’. I
Where is she headed
Wed. Feb 24th 12 00
Campus Christian Center
1(1) S 10th St For info
invites you to join

UCSB hit 83 percent
from the charity stripe
while the Spartans could
only manage 52 percent.
"My
performance
could’ve been much better." said SJSU senior
Kevin Thomas, who made
his last home performance
in a SJSU uniform. "I felt
that I had let myself down
on a couple of the plays. I
think that we’ll play a lot
better after Chris comes
back."

SJSU fourth in Nor Cal

Mon -Fri.

4 35- ’4 76 e.
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1 50 -pound SJSU wrestler, Pat Huyck strains in trying to defeat his opponent in the Spartans win over Fresno State Friday.
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Tune up
Adjust valves
Check compression
Set timing
Adjust carburetor
Change "ml

7 3 quans of oil
8. Lubrication
9. Adjust brakes
10. ’,Brake fluid
11. ’,Transmission fluid add
12 ’,Battery fluid add

ONLY $25
Plus parts if needed
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sports
Women cagers lose

Home runs spell
doom for SJSU

By Mike Thomas
For the SJSU Women’s
Basketball team, Saturday
night was a record breaking night.
Unfortunately for the
Lady Spartans, it was a
record that they never
wanted to accomplish as
they recorded their fourth
straight NorCal Conference loss in a 85-72
decision to Stanford.
"We played better than
we’ve played in a long
time," SJSU head coach
Sharon Chatman said, "but
they (Stanford) just played
outstanding."
Stanford shot a
blistering 53 percent from
the field and made 27 of 32
free throws.
"The two people that
hurt us were Angie Paccione and Jeanne RuarkHoff." Chatman said.

By Mike Jones
There are many people who say that good pitching
will beat good hitting. One of those who may tend to agree
is SJSU baseball coach Gene Menges.
In last weekend’s series against Fresno State, the
Spartan hitters came to life and hit the ball well, but again
their pitching let them down as Fresno swept the threegame series, winning Friday’s game 13-5, and coming
back on Saturday to win a doubleheader, 6-3 and 5-2.
"Our hitting really came around," said Menges. "We
played good ball, they just got on our pitching."
Fresno State jumped all over the Spartan pitchers,
hitting eight home runs in the three games, four in the
first night.
"The home runs just wiped us out," Menges said. "We
played fine defense, but there is no defense for a home
"I was proud of our guys on the field," Menges continued. "We looked sharp. ( Paul) Willoughby made some
nice running catches in the outfield and swung the bat real
well."
The Spartans, now 1-12 on the season and losers of
their last six games in a row, took themselves out of a few
scoring situations by hitting into double plays.
"Twice we hit into double plays," Menges said, "and
our next guy hits a double which would have scored some
runs."
Menges said that even though SJSU was swept in the
series his team was in every game.
"We were right in the ball game all the way," said
Menges, referring to the 13-5 loss. "We kept coming back,
but the home runs hurt us."
In both of Saturday’s losses, the Spartans had just as
many hits as Fresno State, but again fell victim to the
home run.

By Voctor Volta

SJSU sophomore guard Sheila Brown drives to the basket against Stanford

Dailey charged with attempted rape
FRANCISCO
SAN
Quintin Dailey, the
I AP)
nation’s fifth leading
scorer and a member of the
University of San Fran16th -ranked
cisco’s
basketball team, was
charged today with five
felonies, including at-

tempted rape.
Assistant District
Attorney William Fazio
said the allegations were
made by another USF
student and stemmed from
an incident that allegedly
occurred on Dec. 21, the

day before USF played the
University of New Orleans
here.
Dailey, 21, apparently
surrendered at the Hall of
Justice after an arrest
warrant was issued.
Ron Brill, director of
public affairs for USF,

classifieds

gave the
statement.

HRAC GENERAL MEETING Guest
Speaker JAC
FRI TVENZ from
FOUR
PHASE
System
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FREE

DRAFT

COUNSELING

7 9 pm at the
San Jose Peace Center 520
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Midnight
TRANSPORTATION fair Feb 2321
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Carped, Vanpool. Transit. Bike
Sponsored by Traffic Mill A S
Transit LoOk for the Hot Air
Balloon
SIERRA CLUB is having a cola on
2,30. in the Student Liman, Guild
Rn’, at 7 30 pm Greg Laakso
will present a slide show On the
Jahn Muir Trail
STUDY
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For more information
BO. 714. san Jose.
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Work around school schedules

OVERSEAS
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round
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5
Australia, Asia All Folds 5500
siohlseeing
month!,
11200
Free info write IJC Bo. 52 VS
38 C.Ona Del Mar, CA 97625
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HOUSING
"OVER 60- Nan smoker share 2 By,
in POSh Santa Clara
2 Ba AP,
Complex 1300 246 7326
needed
10 share
Great 2 BDRM house 10 mins
from SJSU 5717 50 ’no Nen
smoker ph Kathie. 795 1735

HOUSEMATE

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB
Spacious building with caw
tyard, piano, fireplace, kitchen,
linen and housekeeping service.
cal. TV. parking, Coed living
$60 to 190 per week,monthly
Discount 10 percent, 207 5 11th
St Office 127N ens St 9900223
ROOM QUIET SJS student Only So
17th Call 763 9379 tor info one
roons only
S LAKE TAHOE 916 541 4542 or 544
7031
Ask for Moore’s Manor
New ,telcc100cc For groups 6 Or

CHESTER MYSTERY HOUSE.
0705 Winchester Blvd. E OE

All
ROOM FOR RENT Female
privileges Family licing Rent
inci oIl equal S7017, month can
altered m 1150637

WEEKEND NURSE AIDE Pr duty
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TRAVEL
TRAVEL
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PROOFREADING essays, research
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TO CHINA, June 522.
Contact Profess. Ma for
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DELIVERY PIZZA PIZZA
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night 1 am Fri/Sat Also 4360
1206 38871
Stevens
Creek

FREE

SUMMER IN PERU Earn college
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sear.’’
SJSU was doing well up
until halftime as it went
into the second half down
only 36-32 despite shooting
38 percent from the field.
The second half looked
promising as Brown and St.
Mary scored the first four
points to die the score at 36.
The score was tied four
times early in the second
half until Hoff made two
free throws and then
scored on a lay-up to give
the Cardinals a four-point
lead that they never
relinquished.
Joanne Hernandez was
able to cut the Cardinal
lead to three points with a
shot from the corner with
14 minutes left to play, but
just two minutes later Anne
Miller sank a long jump
shot that gave the Cardinals a seven-point lead
and the Spartans were not
able to come back.
"We no longer have
control over our destiny,"
Chatman said. "We have to
depend upon other teams to
defeat Stanford if we are
going to get into the
NCAA."

Hoff scored 21 points
and grabbed 11 rebounds
for the Cardinal in route to
what Chatman says was
her best effort of the year.
"She hasn’t played that
consistently all year, but
she played an outstanding
game."
As for Paccione, she
was able to keep the
Spartans off balance hitting four or five shots from
the field and contributing
six assists.
For the Lady Spartans,
Sheila Brown was the high
scorer with 19 points but
shot a dismal 30 percent
from the field.
"Natalie St. Mary and
Cindy Galarza played well
for us," Chatman said. "I
think that they both played
an excellent game.
"Cindy has been our
most consistent player all

Travel
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’Last Epidemic’
portrays horror
of nuclear blasts
Ely Chris Borden
Imagine a world where the living will envy the
dead.
That’s the projection of the film, The Last
Epidemic," a depiction of the devastation that would
occur if a nuclear warhead were detonated over a
major metropolitan area.
The Biology Students Association is showing the
film to get students involved with efforts to end nuclear
proliferation.
"You can’t hide from nuclear war." said Larrs
Haimowitz, president-elect of the association. "We
want to make people aware that nuclear war in an
way, shape or form is unthinkable."
Haimowitz said nuclear war must be averted
avoid "an inconceivable ecological disruption."
"Everybody should see what would happen in this
kind of war," Haimowitz said. "The problem of
nuclear war makes every other problem we have inconsequential."
San Jose would not escape the ring of destruction.
known as the "circle of hell." Lethal effects would
afflict thousands in the circle, if a bomb was dropped
within 100 miles.
"The film’s projections are accurate," Haimerwit,
said.
The association will also circulate a nuclear
weapons freeze initiative at the screenings.
The initiative proposes that "the United States and
the Soviet Union agree to halt the testing, production.
and further deployment of all nuclear weapons in a
way that is verifiable by both sides," Haimowitz said.
"The only viable alternative is to get rid of nuclear
weapons," said Haimowitz.
Hiding from a nuclear blast would be impossible.
he said, adding that the destruction from it would be
"greater than anything man has seen in the past."
"You can forget it or fight it," he said.
The film will be shown from 4 to 5 p.m. today in
Duncan Hall, room 135 and from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m
Thursday in Old Science, mai 164

Transportation fair full of hot airy
By Steve Fukuda
Trying to ease SJSU’s
parking crunch is a difficult task for commute
coordinator
Keith
Opalewski.
"I wanted to make
students, faculty and staff
aware of the alternative
methods of commuting to
school, such as car-pooling
ir using County Transit,"
( )palewski said.
"In order to let people
know about the alternatives, I knew I would
have to arrange something
that would attract attention," he said.
And that’s why there
will be a 60-foot hot air
balloon at the Transportation Fair, sponsored
by the Office of Traffic
in
Management
cooperation with AS. and
Santa Clara County
Transit.
The fair will be held
from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m.
today and tomorrow at the
practice field behind the
Art Building.
Information will be
available at the Tansportation Fair on alternative commute sources to
SJSU as well as types of
transportation available to
the disabled.
"This is our ( Traffic.
Managenient’s first big
marketing push," said
Opalewski, who was hired
as SJSU’s first commute
coordinator last semester.

Referral center aids
disenchanted students
By Vivian Vasquez
Student frustrations can sem from a
variety of problems. These problems can
be generated from home or campus-life.
Maybe a student has had an argument
with his parents or housemate and he isn’t
sure how to deal with it.
What about study habits? Or the
required math class that’s just unbeareable?
The problem could even be an earache
that won’t go away.
The main objective of SJSU’s Referral
Center is to help students remain in school,
helping them successfully deal with just
such problems. The center opened in
November.
The center provides one-stop information on available campus services.

serl. ices on vampus, but not about ii
specific program available.
"We find out about these services ano
assimilate them for the students," Frazier
said. "We help point students in the right
direction."
As part of its awareness program, the
center provides mailing to students and
has been advertising in the Spartan Daily.
The advisers also have talked to
people in other campus support services as
well as the students in various classes.
The center will set up a table outside
the Student Union tomorrow. Advisers will
be on hand to answer questions and to pass
out literature outlining available services.
The center has three full-time advisers: Paula Andreinin, Olivia Frazier
and Sophia Garcia. It is also staffed by two
part-time peer advisers, Jesse Alcala and
Carlo Maps.
"We’re centrally located on campus".
Frazier said. People do walk in just to see
what we’re about. We’re ripen to all
students. If we can help, we will."
"If we can help a student experience
college with the minimum amount of
frustrations, then I feel having a center
like this is a worthwhile undertaking."
Garcia said.
The Referral Center is located in
Building 0 at the corner of San Carlos and
Seventh streets. For more information,
call 277-2590.

"We don’t duplicate services on
campus," Olivia Frazier, one of three
advisers at the center, said. "We’re not in
competition with other student services on
campus."
The advisers at the center refer
students to the appropriate person or
campus office.
A student in search of tutoring can find
just such direction at the center, Frazier
said.
"We refer students to a tutorial
program on campus," she said.
Students might know of counseling

"We know we can’t
convert everyone at once."
he said. "But it is important to at lease make
people think about alternative methods of Iransport at ion .
The Office of Traffic
Management hopes to
persuade those who
commute to SJSU alone in
cars to car-pool or Use
public transportation.
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Opalewski said the
Office
of
Traffic
Management is trying to
find preferential parking
spaces for car-poolers and
van-poolers. One site under
consideration is the
parking lot between the
Clark Library and the
Administration Building.
Representatives from
Rides Inc. will be at the
Transportation Fair with

information on van-pooling
and ridesha ring.
Also, representatives
from Santa Clara County
Transit will be at the fair
with complete regional
transportation information
showing how Santa Clara
County Transit links with
BART. A.C. Transit and
Pacific
the Southern
commuter train.
Santa Clara County

Transit representatives
will demonstrate how new
lift-equipped buses can
accommodate the disabled
and will be giving out free
passes for one day of
unlimited bus rides.
Car-pool information
will be available from
Santa Clara County
Transit, Rides Inc. and the.
of
Office
Traffic
Management.

Biology teacher dies of brain cancer
By Chris Borden
A campus memorial service will be held at 1:30 p.m.
Thursday in the university chapel for Alen R. Polanshek.
36, associated professor of biology, who died Friday night
in a San Francisco hospital after undergoing brain
surgery Feb. 17.
Polanshek, an internationally-recognized authority on
the life cycle of red algae, suffered from brain cancer fir
15 years and had undergone five previous operations.
Despite his illness, Polanshek completed a doctorate
in botany at the University of California at Berkeley in
1975. While there, he received the Harold Bolt Award for
outstanding pre-doctoral research. He had served as first
vice president of the California Botanical Society in 1978.
Polanshek joined the faculty at SJSU as an assistant
professor in September 1976 and was promoted to
associate professor in September 1981.
Besides teaching advanced courses in botany and
continuing his investigation on algae, he developed a
reputation as a popular instructor of general education
courses in ecology.
’:He loved and enjoyed his students," said Leon
Dorosz, chairman of the Biological Sciences Department.
"His kindness, gentleness and remarkable good humor, in
the face of overwhelming adversity, make him an inspiration to his colleagues and students."
Polanshek is survived by his parents, a brother and
two sisters.
Private services will be held in Mill Valley. A
niemorial service will be scheduled in San Francisco in
several weeks,

Alan R. Polanshek, associate professor of biology

WE’RE MOVING’
(temporarily)
The Associated Students Board of Directors will hold
their weekly meeting in The Lounge of West Hull
tom morrow at 3:00.
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Shari Selover, Director of Alumni Assoc.
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If you’re interested in Student Government and how it
works, stop by West Hall tommorrow.
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"If we could get 10
percent to use alternative
sources. I would call that
reasonable successful,"
Opalewski said, "Options
are available and substantial savings are involved."
According
t
Opalewski. the cost if
driving 15 miles to SJSU if
you commute alone, is
about $180 each month.
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